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With RadMiner you have quick access to your entire text and image archive. You can save presumptive
diagnoses, compile patient cohorts for studies and select case studies for your next presentation in realtime by means of a unitary web surface.
Text analytics of radiology reports

Semantic Search

RadMiner enables semantic analysis of the
radiology reports and recognizes key terms
such as findings characteristics, presumptive
diagnoses, anatomic terms and parameters.
Negations which play an important role in
radiological reports are also recognized and
assigned reliably. RadLex, terminology published by the Radiological Society of North
America (RSNA) for structured findings, is
used as standardized vocabulary. It is translated into several languages making RadMiner
a truly multilingual application.

Searches in RadMiner are carried out by the
market-tested Averbis Search Platform, a
search engine designed for the medical field
which takes the particularities of medical language into consideration. These include the
use of synonyms, the analysis and breakdown
of composite medical terms in their components (e.g. „append | ectomy“), as well as the
use of numerous useful filters, thus allowing
the limitation of the search to certain modalities such as CT, MRT or CR. A selective
search in the clinical information, the findings
part and the assessment is also possible.
Likewise, filtering according to certain organ
regions such as “lung” or “liver” is integrated.

Text and Graphics merge
Texts and images have until now been
stored separately in RIS and PACS, solely
linked together by a patient identifier. For the
first time, RadMiner enables a semantic link
between text- and image-related information. Relevant images are extracted from the
radiological CT and MRI imaging data and
linked with the corresponding text passages
via image references in radiology reports,
thus enabling access to the world of semantic databases: a reference compilation
is created with high quality and substantial
images, established by experts. Conventional X-ray and other techniques are of course
integrated.
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Your advantages at a glance
Entscheidungsunterstützung
· Semantische analysis of your
radiology reports
· Quicker and more reliable
diagnosing
· Time and cost savings in clinics
· Improved patient care
· Support in teaching and research

Technical overview
· Based directly on your existing
RIS/PACS system
· Platform-independent through
service-oriented SOA architecture
· Easy integration in existing software applications
· Access via web-based graphic
surface

Decision support in daily routine
RadMiner supports you with fast and reliable
diagnosing at your workplace. With RadMiner,
you can validate your presumptive diagnoses
easily and effectively by means of comparison with similar cases, giving you access to
your experienced colleagues’ enormous
knowledge pool. This saves valuable time and
results in improved medical care of your patients.
The semantic analysis of the findings enables
a series of further clinical applications:
A demand-oriented review of indications
is carried out by matching the clinical information with recognized guidelines, both
minimizing patients‘ exposure to radiation
and reducing costs in the Health Sector.

The presumptive diagnosis can be matched
with additional clinical data such as pathology and discharge reports, giving you valuable feedback on the accuracy of the diagnosis you compile.

High benefit in research and teaching
With RadMiner it is easy to select an extensive
patient collection for clinical studies. Filter your
data inventories according to clinical information, presumptive diagnoses, particular characteristics of findings, age, sex, and many other
characteristics. A list of findings relevant to your
study appears immediately. RadMiner furnishes
valuable help, particularly for teaching. With just
a click of a button, you can select the most relevant cases from an abundance of substantial
images established by experts and integrate
them in your next presentation.

“The early multi-stage process of patient
selection for retrospective clinical studies is
shortened considerably by RadMiner. With
RadMiner, the relevant findings texts and
graphics can be found within just a few
minutes.”
Prof. Dr. Kotter, Radiological University Hospital Freiburg

“RadMiner is an effective tool to copy nonstandardized textual information to standardized terminology and to upgrade it by a
semantic dimension. “
Dr. Dirk Marwede, Radiological Practice Sanderbusch

“With RadMiner, presumptive diagnoses can
be validated easily and effectively by the
matching with preliminary findings. RadMiner
thus offers a real added value for everyday
clinic routines. “
Dr. Alex Kuhn, Clinic & Polyclinic for Diagnostic & Interventional Radiology, University of Leipzig

“RadMiner is a valuable help for the semantic
processing of radiological reports for our
Semantic Server in MEDICO. “
Dr. Sascha Seifert, Siemens Corporate Research and
Technologies, Project Manager of the BMMi Research
Project MEDICO

“We use RadMiner in our cohort studies on
the risk of cancer in children following computer tomographies (KiCT). RadMiner classifies many thousands of findings in stipulated
groups of diagnostic findings, which saves
enormous amounts of time and costs.”
Prof. Dr. Blettner, Scientific Director IMBEI Mainz
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The research project RADMINING

About Averbis

RadMiner was developed in the research project RADMINING.
The project is part of the Theseus Program, a project initiated
by the Federal Ministry for Economics and Technology (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Technologie). In RADMINING,
specialists from the fields of Radiology, IT and Computer Linguistics developed a novel radiological knowledge system which
facilitates the management of the increasing flood of medical
images. RADMINING’s goal is to optimize the work processes
in the radiological environment, to support doctors in compiling
clinical findings and scientists in carrying out studies. Averbis
leads the project. The Freiburg and Leipzig University Clinics are
also involved.

Averbis GmbH is a specialist for text analysis solutions
and present everywhere where companies must effectively search data, structure its content and carry out
specific data analyses. Averbis offers special branch
solutions for the health sector, the pharmaceutical industry, libraries and publishing houses. With the
Averbis solutions allows information to be extracted
from text collections and databases in no time and research processes to be automated. This reduces costs
and increases the productivity in information management considerably, ensuring a decisive competitive edge
for our clients.
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